A Medial Point Cloud based Algorithm for Dental Cast Segmentation
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Abstract—We present a novel approach towards the analysis and segmentation of dental surfaces (such as dental cast scans) for the application in consumer oral healthcare devices. Although these can be acquired in great detail using techniques such as Computer Tomography, the development of mass consumer products is dependent on non-invasive safe acquisition techniques such as the bite imprint, commonly used in orthodontic treatments. This provides a limited level of detail on the global teeth and gum shape, therefore understanding the shape local and global properties is important. In this paper we present a segmentation algorithm based on the surface’s medial point cloud, and we present its application for different dental shape analysis requirements.

I. INTRODUCTION

Oral Healthcare devices targeted at the consumer market require a good understanding of teeth shape properties. Although several imaging techniques, such as Computer Tomography can provide very detailed shapes, including the teeth roots. However, due to their invasive and costly nature, they are not suitable to be used in personalized consumer devices. To find the shape properties of a personal oral healthcare device, one has to use simpler, however less detailed imaging techniques. Bite imprints provide such a possibility as they take the subject’s teeth surface and several commercially available scanners exist which can digitize this surface. Advances in range imaging and 3D scanning technologies opened the possibilities to capture dental scans directly from a patient [1], and next to digitize such shapes into 3D surface meshes of the teeth-and-gum structure. All these techniques provide a single manifold surface: They do not directly provide any interdental space characteristics and very limited information is available on the tooth-gum interface characteristics. Also, any further assessment of any of these properties requires the identification of the individual teeth elements in the first place. Therefore, shape analysis techniques for the dental surface are important.

In this paper, we present a novel method of interpreting teeth shape. Rather than using local information such as curvature, we take a global approach, based on the surface skeleton of the input 3D surface. Key to our method is the observation that surface skeletons capture all input surface creases, regardless of their sharpness. To compute an accurate and high-resolution surface skeleton, we use a recent GPU-based method which delivers point-cloud skeleton representations for models of hundreds of thousands of polygons in a few seconds. Next, we regularize the surface skeleton, thereby eliminating small manifolds that do not correspond to segments large enough to be of interest. Next, we use the resulting skeleton cloud to infer the teeth and gum separation, visualize the arch and finally segment the individual teeth elements using a mean-shift approach. Finally, we project back the identified skeletal segments onto the input surface, and use a motivated nearest-neighbor approach to produce a segmentation that entirely covers the input shape.

The structure of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the related work on skeletonization and current approaches towards dental cast segmentation. Section III details our method. Section IV presents our results. Section V discusses our method. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Dental segmentation: Segmentation of dental surfaces from dental cast scans has been widely explored in the last years due to the increasing popularity and availability of digital models. Most of the work available focuses on orthodontic workflow, where manual segmentation takes a prohibitively long time. Therefore, several methods have been proposed to automate this process, ranging from fully automated methods [2], approaches requiring minimal user interaction [3], [4], [5]. [2] avoids the 3D mesh processing complexity by first transforming the 3D acquired data into a plan-view range image on which the segmentation is performed. Recently, a snake-based approach for teeth segmentation has been proposed, using the surface curvature properties to guide the snake iterations [3]. However, all of these methods have problems when the local curvature of the input shape is low, i.e., the creases separating teeth are shallow. Also, all these methods assume a way to locate the potential positions and amount of teeth prior to the segmentation, e.g. such as the specification of the arch.

Skeletonization: Since their introduction by Blum [6], skeletons, or medial axes, have been widely used for different shape operations. The medial axis consists of the loci of
maximally inscribed circles (in 2D) or spheres (in 3D). The 2D medial axis is a collection of curves. 3D shapes admit two types of skeletons: Surface skeletons are a collection of curved manifolds containing the loci of maximally inscribed spheres. They fully describe the shape, i.e., the shape can be reconstructed from the skeletal information. Curve skeletons are a collection of 1D curves locally centered in the shape, according to various heuristics. They cannot fully capture the geometry of the input shape, and are most appropriate for tubular objects [7]. Given these, we next focus on surface skeletons solely. Several methods exist for computing surface skeletons either from a meshed surface or a volumetric (voxel) model. Volumetric methods typically have significantly higher memory and speed costs and lower accuracy. Skeletonization methods can be divided into thinning [8], geometric [10], [11], and field-based [13], [14], [17]. For a complete survey, we refer to [18]. Only very few 3D segmentation methods have employed skeletons in their design. Exceptions are [19], which uses curve skeletons to produce part-type segmentations of smooth, tubular, shapes, and [20], which uses surface skeletons to produce part-type segmentations of shapes exhibiting sharp edges. One of the main blockers in using surface skeletons for surface segmentation is the difficulty to efficiently and robustly compute accurate skeletons of complex models. Recently, this has been overcome by [21] and [22] who compute point-cloud skeletal representations for mesh models of up to millions of polygons in seconds on the GPU. However, since these methods produce an unstructured point cloud rather than a compact voxel model (as in e.g. [19]), they cannot be easily used to segment surfaces following the ideas in [20].

### III. Method

Our proposed segmentation method first transforms the surface into its medial domain. We next exploit skeletal point density properties to perform several operations in this domain. Since teeth and gums present distinct density properties in the medial domain, a separation can be achieved by thresholding the medial surface based on these properties (Fig. 3a). For the separation of individual teeth, we cluster the medial cloud points, also based on their local density. Finally, the medial segmentation is projected back to the surface. We describe all these steps below.

#### A. Skeletonization preliminaries

Given a shape \( \Omega \subseteq \mathbb{R}^3 \) with boundary \( \partial \Omega \), we first define its distance transform \( DT_{\partial \Omega} : \mathbb{R}^3 \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^+ \):

\[
DT_{\partial \Omega}(x \in \Omega) = \underset{y \in \partial \Omega}{\text{argmin}} \|x - y\|. \tag{1}
\]

The skeleton of \( \Omega \) is next defined as

\[
S_\Omega = \{ x \in \Omega \mid \exists f_1, f_2 \in \partial \Omega, f_1 \neq f_2, \|x - f_1\| = \|x - f_2\| = DT_{\partial \Omega}(x) \}, \tag{2}
\]

where \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) are two of the contact points with \( \partial \Omega \) of the maximally inscribed ball in \( \Omega \) centered at \( x \), also called feature transform (FT) points [23], [24]. The vectors \( f_1 - x \) and \( f_2 - x \) linking the skeleton points \( x \) with their feature points are called feature vectors or spoke vectors [11].

Given a densely sampled input surface \( \partial \Omega \), represented as a polygonal mesh, we extract the corresponding densely sampled surface skeleton following the method in [22], [21]. To eliminate small-scale skeleton details corresponding to equally small-scale convexities (bumps) on \( \partial \Omega \), we next regularize the skeleton. For this, we compute an importance metric \( \rho : S \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^+ \) for each skeleton point, such that \( \rho(s \in S) \) equals the shortest-path distance on \( \partial \Omega \) between the feature points \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) of \( s \). As demonstrated in [19], [22], this metric monotonically increases from the skeleton boundaries inwards so that thresholding with a small value \( \tau \) delivers a simplified skeleton

\[
S_\tau = \{ s \in S_\Omega | \rho(s) > \tau \}
\]

which captures all salient branches of \( S_\Omega \) but eliminates those which correspond to surface details shorter than \( \tau \).

#### B. Surface curvature vs skeleton density

![Fig. 1. Relationship between local surface curvature and medial cloud density. Top: Concept sketched in 2D. Bottom: High-density point clusters are formed inside positive-curvature 3D surface areas (front teeth).](image)

To further segment our skeleton point-cloud, we use the following observations linking the curvature of \( \partial \Omega \) and point density on \( S_\Omega \). Consider a densely sampled surface \( \partial \Omega \). For a region of \( \partial \Omega \) having positive curvature (a bump, or convex, region), the ball-shrinking directions \( \mathbf{n} \), identical to the feature vector directions, will point inwards in a converging fashion. Hence, the density of the skeletal points for this region will be higher than the surface density. Conversely, for a region with negative curvature (a crease, or concave, region), the ball-shrinking directions will point inwards in a diverging fashion, so the density of the skeletal points for this region will be lower than the surface density. Figure 1 (top) illustrates this in 2D. Figure 1 (bottom) shows an actual example for a 3D skeletal cloud computed from a dental cast. We observe that skeletal parts enclosed in the front teeth present a high point density, since these teeth are indeed convex shape parts.
C. Point Cloud Density and Mean shift clustering

We now show how to use the density-related observations from Sec. III-B to segment the skeleton point cloud. Since the skeletal cloud exhibits strong density variations, it should be possible to segment it into point clusters representing the dense regions based on a method which exploits such density variations. An ideal such method is mean shift clustering [26], which we extend to our segmentation needs, as follows. We start by selecting a set of seed points \( P \subseteq S_\tau \) from the simplified skeleton. Each seed point \( x \in P \) is assigned a unique ‘segment id’. For each seed point \( x \in P \), we aim to find its so-called convergence point \( c(x) \in \mathbb{R}^3 \). For this, we first find all neighbors \( N_k^x \subseteq S_\tau \) of \( x \) within a small fixed radius \( \varepsilon \) and determine the centroid of \( N_k^x \)

\[
m(x) = \frac{\sum_{y \in N_k^x} K(||x-y||)y}{\sum_{x \in N_k^x} K(||x-y||)}
\]

(4)

where \( K \) is a Gaussian kernel

\[
K(x) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-\frac{x^2}{2\sigma^2}}
\]

(5)

following the kernel density estimation idea in [26]. \( \varepsilon \) is set to a small fraction (about 5%) of the model size. We next iteratively shift the seed points \( x \) to their centroids \( m(x) \) following Eqn. 4 (see also Fig. 2 a) until these stabilize, i.e., move at one iteration less than a small threshold \( \lambda = ||m(x) - x|| \), set in practice to \( 10^{-4} \). Also, for each non-seed point (which is not shifted), we define a voting weight \( v(y) \), initialized to zero at the beginning of the algorithm. At every mean-shift iteration, we add a value \( K(||y - m(x)||) \) to \( v(y) \) for each non-seed point \( y \in N_k^x \), and also add a pointer from \( y \) to \( m(x) \), to indicate that \( y \) was in the neighborhood of \( m(x) \). When \( m(x) \) has converged, we search its neighborhood for other existing convergence points \( c' \) other. Otherwise, we create a new convergence point \( c = m(x) \). At the end of the mean shift, all seed points have thus converged to a set \( C \) of convergence points (see Fig. 2 b). The ids of the points \( c \in C \) give us the final segments. Finally, to assign each non-seed point \( y \in S_\tau \) to a segment, is done by assigning to \( y \) the id of the convergence point that it is linked to and which has the highest amount of votes within the \( k \) last iterations (Fig. 2 c). Different segmentation levels can be achieved by considering the voting of only the last \( k \) iterations of the mean shift process. This way, only the areas around the skeleton-cloud density peaks are considered. This is illustrated by the dental cast models, where the gum areas remain mostly unsegmented (Fig. 3 a-e), for which we used a value \( k = 20 \). In contrast, for the other shapes in Fig. 3 f-k, the full mean-shift path has been considered for the voting, leading to the full surface being segmented into patches.

D. Seed point detection

We find the initial seed points \( P \) used to initialize the mean-shift iterations by taking the points along the highest point on the medial cloud which have a low distance \( DT_{\partial \Omega}(s) \) to the original surface \( \partial \Omega \) and (b) exhibit a high curvature, determined by the angle between the feature vectors \( f_1 - s \) and \( f_2 - s \).

E. Segmentation transfer to surface

As a last step of our method, we transfer the segmentation from the skeleton to the surface, as follows. For each point \( s \) on the simplified skeleton \( S_\tau \), we copy the segment id of \( s \) to its two feature points \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \). However, this does not assign a segment id to all points on \( \partial \Omega \), since we segmented the simplified skeleton \( S_\tau \) rather than the full skeleton \( S_\Omega \). For all surface points \( p \in \partial \Omega \) which are not assigned a segment id, we search the closest surface point \( p' \in \partial \Omega \) which has a segment id assigned, and assign to \( p \) the same segment id as \( p' \). This effectively fills the gaps between segments on \( \partial \Omega \) in distance order, yielding a full, non-overlapping, segmentation of the input surface.

IV. Results

Figure 3 presents several results obtained with our medial point cloud method. On Fig. 3a) we observe the resulting absolute density values on the medial surface. We observe that the teeth exhibit very different properties from the gums and can be clearly distinguished in the medial domain. On Fig. 3c) these density values are transferred to the surface using the feature vectors. A clear separation between the teeth and gums is visible. The medial cloud density properties can also be used for determining the dental arch, which is visualized in Fig. 3b) showing a vertical projection of (alpha-blended) points. Finally, we demonstrate the teeth segmentation on images d-f). We see that the method can separate very well the incisives, canines, molars and pre-molars, both from each other, and also from the gum area. However, we also see several problems. The molars are over-segmented (Fig. 3 a,b), and occasionally the gum area is also oversegmented (Fig. 3 c,e). The oversegmentation of the gum area is not problematic since for most applications the user is interested in teeth geometrical properties and the gums closely surrounding the teeth. The oversegmentation of the molars can be explained by the fact that they have a more complex geometry than the other teeth (more internal creases). However, their inter-separation is much clearer on the surface i.e., on the dental cast their separation from each other is usually clear, not requiring the medial domain to separate them.
Future work is needed to study the most effective way these properties can be translated into consumer oral healthcare device properties and settings. Also, more work is required to study extensions of the algorithm to more general surfaces.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated the application of medial surfaces for the analysis of (limited resolution) dental scans. For this, we use the medial points density properties, which can be used for separating teeth and gums, segmenting individual teeth elements or inferring the arch. To our knowledge, our method is the second existing technique able to use surface skeletons to segment 3D surfaces. In contrast to the first published technique in this area [20], we can directly handle meshed models without a costly voxelization step; we do not require the complex and sensitive detection of skeletal boundaries; and we can treat significantly more complex shapes than the earlier cited method in this class.
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